
re numerous marshes and estuaries. These wetlands support a greatAlong the shores ot the Great Lakes are numerous
. Abundant a uatic and terrestrial organisms use areas eit er on ap

or permanent asis. niqucb . ' . Unique wetland habitats support a greater variety of plant an anima i e
area of equal size in the region.

re not easil defined. They have traditionally been characterized as ts the area where fresh water

'd E ' � however c in be more than just ns rise and fall with the tides. stuarie, owev

ween fresh and salt water. In a larger meaning, they are t e part o e i
d b the lake or sea into w ic t e s reamhc a e . fl ' y

where rivers meet fres water a es. a. h . I k .. Many different habitats � marshlands, open water, san e
forests, even cities and agricu ura icd ' lt l fields can merge at these unique areas.

Additionally, plants provide a food source for herbivores and
detritus feeders  organisms that feed on dead materials!, whic
are the base of the lake food web. The thick 1;iyers of foliage in
an estuary provide protective breeding and nursery grounds for
fish and other aquatic animals. Finally, estuaries reduce the
harmful flooding effects of storms in the Great Lakes watershed
by absorbing large quantities of storm water and then slowly
releasing the water into the lakes.

Global warming i» predicted to increase lake water evaporation
and cause lake levels to lower. If this happens, many estuaries
could lose their distinct identities. Only those located where the
conditions are compatible with new shorelines will remain.

The following activities explain some of the beneficial environ-
mental functions wetlands contribute and what may happen to
some estuaries if global warming occurs.

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program! The Ohio State Vniversity, 1995

a uatic ve etation serve several functions in an estuary. Eme g q ' pr ent a uatic lants filter out

i ies o i,,; ' ' ., d. ilt. Subse uently, some of the nutrients and toxinsities of nitro en, phosphorus, pesticides, and silt. u sequen y, so
are a en u .... ic lants. Without estuaries and marshes acting as a naturalare taken up by the root systems of these aquatic plants. Wit out es uaries
buffer zone, even greater quantities of pollution wo uld enter the Great Lakes.
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Activity A: What happens when nutrients enter a lake?
How do phosphorus and nitrogen get into the Great Lakes'? One way i» from water runoff. Rainwater falling
on farm fields, parking lots, roads, and backyards flows into creeks, streams, and rivers. The rainwater carries
soil, fertilizers, and pollution it has washed from the land. You have probably seen how much more water
creeks carry just after a storm and how muddy the water look». Eventually, all this water runs into the lakes,
bringing nutrients and other chemicals with it.

OBJECTIVESEarth Systems Understandings

These activities focus on ESU ¹'2  steward-
ship!, 3  science method» and technology.
and 4  interactions!.

Scenario Reference

¹6, What are the Implications of low Water
Level» in Great Lakes Estuaries' ?

Materials
PaoCEflURE

! The Ohio State Vni versity, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

~ nitrate and phosphate data charts
~ map of Old Woman Creek
~ graph paper
~ pencils
~ glass jar with lid
~ soil

~ Describe the characteristics of oligotrophic and eutrophic
lakes.

~ Explain the effects ol nutrient loading on lake habi tats.
~ Define nutrients as a limiting factor in lake habits.
~ List sources of nutrient inputs to Lake Erie.
~ Explain how wetlands can improve water quality.

A. Look at the map of Old Woman Creek. With your pencil, trace
the path ol the creek, starting at the point marked A.

l. Where does the creek go'? Does water from the creek flow
into Lake Erie?

B. On the same map, look at the land that is surrounded by the
dotted line. All the land within this line is the watershed of Old
Woman Creek. Water from this land runs off into Old Woman
Creek, then through Old Woman Creek Estuary, before
reaching Lake Erie. A watershed is all of the land drained by a
creek, stream, or river.

2. Are there any roads or farms in the Old Woman Creek water-
shed'? How might these affect the water entering the creek'?

C. The smaller inset map shows places in the estuary where
scientists have tested the creek's water to see how much

phosphorus and nitrogen it contains.

'3. How many test stations are located in or near the estuary'?
Which station i» closest to the lake? Which is closest to

where the creek enters thc estuary?



Answers
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D. On a piece of graph paper, graph the concentration of phos-
phorus at Station I in the estuary for each day after the storm
from day I to day 11. Use the data from the Nitrate and
Phosphate Data Chart  See Figure 2!.

4. At Station I, how many days after the storm were phos-
phorus levels thc highest'? When were phosphorus levels
the lowest? How can you explain this?

E. Now graph phosphorus concentrations at Stations 3 and 6 lor
each of the days after the storm. If you use the same sheet of
graph paper to draw this graph, be sure to label your lines
Station I, Station 3, and Station 6.

5. What day did peak  highest! phosphorus concentrations
occur at Station 3? What day did phosphorus peak at
Station 6? Can you explain why peak concentrations of'
phosphorus occurred later at Station 3 than at Station I and
later at Station 6 than at Station 3?

F. Look at the data showing nitrogen concentrations at Stations
1,3,and7.

6. On what day do the peak concentrations of nitrogen occur
at each station'? Does it seem that the peak nitrogen
concentrations are following the same kind of pattern that
peak phosphorus concentrations showed?

7. By day 9, have the peaks in phosphorus and nitrogen
concentrations occurred at all seven stations?

G. On a new sheet of graph paper, make a graph of the concen-
tration of phosphorus at each station in thc estuary on day 9.

S. For day 9, at which station 'tre phosphorus concentrations
the highest'> At which station are they the lowest'? What
might this suggest about the action of the estuary on water
flowing through Old Woman Creek' >

H. On the same graph paper you used in Step G, graph the
concentration of nitrogen at each station in the estuary on
day 9.  Note that N and P are not measured in the same units.
This is consistent with the data.!

9. At which statiott ttre ttittrogen concentrations thc highest".
At which station are they the lowest?

ESTUARY CHANGES» 169

I. The creek flows north into Old Woman
Estuary and then empties into Lake Eric.

2. U.S. Highway 6, Ohio Route» 2 and 61,
and other road» run through thc water-
shed. There are also»everal farms.
Runoff water from roads and farm» will
carry pollutants and 1'erti1 idlers.

3. There are seven waler test station» in or
near the estuary. Station 1 is closest to
where the creek enters the estuary.
Station 7 i» near the entrance of the creek
into I.ake Erie.

4. Phosphorus level» were highest one day
after the storm and lowest 11 day» after
the storm'» onset. At day 1, a lot of runoff
water was entering the estuary. This
water contained high concentrations of
phosphorus. By day 11, there was much
less runoff from the»torm. Thus, 1'ewer
nutrients were heing carried into the
estuary,

5. Peak phosphorus concentrations occurred
on day 3 at Station 3 and on day 4 at
Station 6. Stations 3 and 6 are located
further downstream in the creek. Water
from the creek reaches Station 1 first,
then Station 3, then Station 6. Nutrient»
such as phosphorus heing carried by the
water reach these stations in the»arne
order.

6. Peak nitrogen concentrations occur at
Station 1 on day 4, at Station 3 on day 6
and at Station 7 on day tt. Nitro cn
concentrations are 1'ollowing thc»arne
general pattern as phosphorus concentra-
tions. The peak concentration of nitrogen
occurs at upstream stations bet'orc
occurring downstream.

7. By day '! the peak» in phosphoru» and
nitrogen conccntralion» have occurred at
each of the stations.

8. Phosphorus concentrations on day 9 are
highest at Station 1 and lowe»t at Station
7. Thi»»uggest» that nutrient» are
removed as the water passes through the
estuary before entering Lake Erie.
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9. Nitrogen concentrations arc the highest
at Station 2 and the lowest at Station 7.
Forms ol nitrate and phosphate can he
either dissolved in the water, suspended
as particles, or attached to sediments.

EXTENSION

! The Ohio State Vniversity, 1995Ohio Sea Grant Education Program

10. Following a storm, creek water is
muddy from carrying soil and nutricnts,
and it is moving very quickly. As water
flows through the estuary, its movement
i» slowed. Much of the sediment, soil,
and nutrients in the water settles out as
the water slows down. Thus. the water
reaching downstream stations i» clearer
and has lower concentrations of
nutrients than the water flowing through
thc upstream stations.

11. To explain the decrease in thc phospho-
rus and nitrogen concentrations t'rom
Station 1 to Station 7, try the following:
Plants in the estuary need phosphorus
and nitrogen as nutrients to grow. Thus,
plants in the estuary take up and usc
phosphorus and nitrogen from the creek
water as it passes through the estuary.
The plants filter out nutrients that they
need from the creek water. This is
another reason why fewer nutrients
reach the downstream stations.

12. Because of the estuary's filtering action,
water entering the lake will contain
fewer nutrients than it otherwise would.
Many of Lake Eric's water prohlems
result from too many nutrients entering
the lake. Estuaries may improve water
quality in the lake hy reducing the
nutrients entering it.

L Fill a jar half full of water. Put a handful of soil into the jar.
Shake the jar so that the water and soil are moving quickly
and get mixed together. You have created muddy, stirred � up
creek water in your jar. Wait a few minutes for the water to
slow down and the soil to settle to the bottom of the jar. The
water in the jar now is more like water in the estuary.

10. Where do you think estuary water will be the inuddiest?
Where will it be the clcarest? What is one reason why
phosphorus and nitrogen concentratioiis are lower at
Station 7 than at Station 1?

11. The estuary has many plants growing in it. How might the
plants affect the amount of nutrients reaching each station'?

J. Estuaries and other wetlands act as sinks and sponges of
nutrients. Nutrients associated with mud settle out of the
creek water and sink to the bottom of the estuary as the water
passes through the estuary. At the same time, nutrients are
taken up by estuary plants for growth.

12. How might an estuary'» action as a sink and sponge for
nutrients affect the lake into which the creek empties?

1. Lake Layer»: Stratification iii the Great Lakes, OEAGLS~
activity number EP-28, includes two activities related to
nutrients in the lakes and water quality. Students simulate the
stratification of water that occurs in lakes during the summer
using an aquarium. On several maps of Lake Erie, they
measure the lake area that has become anoxic  lacking
oxygen! since the 1930s and relate this to nutrient inputs.

2. The Estuary: A Special Place, OEAGLS activity number EP-
16, includes activities designed for further investigation of the
Old Woman Creek Estuary. Students study the characteristics
of an estuary using a computer map and a transect line and
analyze illustrations of plankton samples to observe how
estuaries serve as nurseries for lake fish.

Oceanic Education Activities for Great Lakes School», availahle from
the Ohio Sea Orant  .:ollege Program, Thc Ohio State University,
1314 Kinnear Rd., Columbus, OH 41212, �14! 292-8949.



Answers
REVIE% QUESTIONS
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1. How do estuaries act as "sinks" and "sponges" to improve the
quality of water going through them and reaching the lake' ?

2. How do the characteristics of oligotrophic and eutrophic lakes
differ in terms of nutrients'?  Hint: Review Scenario ¹7.!

3. What happens when nutrients are readily available in, or are
added to, a lake?

4. What is a limiting nutrient? What nutrients are usually
limiting in a lake?

5. What are some of the human produced sources of nutrients
entering the lakes?

Herdendorf, Charles E. 1991. Recovering from phosphorus enrichment.
In, Rosanne W. Fortner and Victor J. Mayer  eds.!, The Great Lake
Erie. Ohio Sea Grant. p. 136.

Klarer, D. 1988. "The role of a freshwater estuary in mitigating storm
water inflow." OWC Technical Report ¹5. Huron, OH: ODNR Division
of Natural Areas and Preserves.

Leary, Nelson H. 1985. Those summertime blue � greens.
The Con.servationist. July/August, p. 9.

Reutter, Jeffrey M., Frank R, Lichtkoppler and Charles E. Herdendorf.
"Lake Erie: Phosphorus and Eutrophication." Ohio Sea Grant Fact
Sheet ¹15.

Vallentyne, John R. 1974. "The Algal Bowl: Lakes and Man." Ottawa,
Canada: Dept. of the Environment Fisheries and Marine Service.
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I. Plants in the estuary take up and use the
nutrients they need from the water
passing through the estuary, thus acting
as sponges. As water flows through the
estuary, its movement i» slowed. Much of
the soil and nutrients in the water settle
out as it slows down. Thus, the wetlands
act as nutrient sinks. Estuaries may
improve the water quality in the lake by
reducing the amount of nutrients entering
the lake.

2. Oligotrophic lakes have low nutrient
levels. They are often deep and have
small surface areas. Plant production is
low, and the water i» clear. Eutrophic
lakes are rich in nutrients. They are often
shallow and have large surface areas.
Plant production is high, and the water is
murky.

3. The nutrients act as a fertilizer, allowing
plants to grow. Adding nutrients
increases plant growth, especially the
growth of algae. The algae may be green
or blue � green depending on what
nutrients are available.

4. Nutrients are needed t'or plant growth.
The nutrient that is missing or available
only in low levels is the limiting nutrient,
because it limits or controls the amount
of plant growth. Phosphorus and nitrogen
are usually the limiting nutrients in lakes.
These are often in the form of P !, '
 phosphate! and NO, '  nitrate! ions.

5. Nutrients enter the lake from runoff from
farms, parking lots, roads, and yards.
This runoff contains soil, fertilizers, and
pollution it has carried from the land.
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Figure l. The Old Wotnan Creek vvatershed arith eater test stations
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Nitrate and Phosphate Data Chart

DAY AFTER STORM  May 1985!

Station Nutrient 1 2 3 4 5 6 2 8 9 19 11

1 P  ppb! 283 82 70 94 60 32 40 49
N  ppm! 6.5 6.9 9.7 12.4 10.5 9.5 7.8 6.5

P

N

P

N

P

N

P

N

P N

P

N

 Data for underlined dates were interpolated from those before and after the date. P and N were not measured
directly on these days.!

Figure 2. Changes in nitrate and phosphate «oncentration in water at sites along Old Wi>man Creek for a
period following a storm.
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21 12
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15 10

8.0 6.8

11 10

8.7 8.4

12 10
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3.3 3.3

3 3

2.0 2.1

40 35 30
6.6 6.5 6.6

10 7 3
7.7 6.5 5.9

9 8 7

5.8 4.1 2.3

7 5 3
6.5 4.8 2.2

6 3 2

6.0 4.1 2.3

8 6 5
3.0 2.7 1.7

2 2 2
1.7 1.5 1.2



Activity B: How does the estuary serve as a nursery?

Among their many functions, wetlands serve as important protective breeding and nursery grounds for fish
and other aquatic animals. Aquatic animals such as plankton establish themselves as essential links in the food
chain by providing food sources for fish populations. However, the threat of increasing water temperatures as
the result of global warming may have severe effects on the aquatic community. Plankton and fish may not be
able to adapt to a temperature increase, causing a deficiency in food supplies for organisms in the upper food
chain.

Earth System Understandings
OS JacnVKS

This activity focuses on ES ! ¹3  science
methods and technology!, ¹4  interactions!,
and ¹5  change through time!. See p. VIII.

Scenario Reference

¹6, What are the Implications of Lov Water
Level» in Great Lakes Estuaries?

Materials

~ "plankton samples' in Figures 3 and 4
~ ring from a canning jar  wide mouth,

having an inside diameter of 7.4 cm!
~ pencil PROCEDURE

Teacher's Note

Have the students practice the technique and
calculations for the E "population" on onc
or two printed pages before going on to the
plankton pages.

If for some reason you wish to use thc
regular-mouth jar ring», having the i.d. of
5.7 cm, usc 25.5 cm-' for the area in Step 2,
and use 16 for the multiplication factor in
Step 3.

2l

37

+29

87 87/3 = 29

29 x 9.5 = 276
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In sampling for I'igures 6 and 7, »tudents
will olten have organisms that are only
partly visible in the ring. Follow the general
rule that if' one half of the organi»m or more
i» visible, the students should count that as
one whole organism. For algae clumps. it is
probably most accurate to count every»trand
of algae as a different organism, rather than
counting clump» or clusters.

~ Describe the methods used by ecologists to sample
population» of plant and animal life in the water.

~ Give a general description of the plant communities that are
found in different depths of water in an estuary.

~ Explain how plant communities are important to animal life
in the estuary.

~ List the types of organisms that are found as plankton in an
estuary.

~ Predict the effects of some human and environmental forces

on conditions in an estuary.

A sample is one method that ecologists use to examine a popula-
tion without observing and counting every organism. A sample
can be taken by randomly choosing an area of a certain size and
counting all the organisms present. To see how this works, do the
following:

1. Take a canning jar ring and drop it anywhere on thi» page.
Count the number of times the letter E appears in the circle.

2. Repeat this two more times. Add up your three counts and
divide the total by 3. This gives you the average number of
Fs in an area of 43 cm'-  the area inside the ring!.

3. To estimate  make an educated guess about! the total number
of Es on the page, multiply your average by 9.5, since the
page is about 9.5 times as big as the area inside thc circle.
Round to the nearest whole number.
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Figure I. Student-made plankton net

Hint
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Now let's pretend that;I jar of water has been collected from the
Old Woman Creek estuary. It was collected in a special way. A
plankton net  Figure I: student � made plankton net! was towed
behind a boat for about five minutes. The net had a jar at the end
that caught all the tiny organisms in the water, while the water
escaped through holes in the net.

The jar of water has thousands of organisms in it. You can tell
they are there because they keep the water churned up in the jar,
hut you can't see them well enough to tell what they are. You
need a microscope.

Figures 3 and 4 show some of the animals you might see through
the microscope. Figure 3 i» from a plankton sample collected in
May, and Figure 4 i» lrom an August sample. Look at the organ-
isms shown and compare them to the pictures in the chart on
your worksheet. Be sure you tell which are algae, zooplankton,
and fish larvae.

4. Repeat the sampling method you used for the letter e, hut this
time sample the organisms in Figures 3 and 4. It i» hest if you
actually trace your sampling circles on Figures 3 and 4. This
will make it easier for you to record on the chart and still not
disturb your sample  move the ring!. Also, you can come
back to your samples and recheck them as the need arises.
Record your results on the worksheet.

Figures 3 and 4 are based on actual plankton samples collected
along the Lake Erie shore. Both the numbers and types of
organisms are therefore fairly accurate examples ol' what may he
found in the Old Woman Creek area.

Hopel'ully, those of you who said, "but why not just count all the
Es?" on the E sampling page can see better why scientists
frequently resort to sampling techniques.  Imagine a scientist
trying to count all the individual organisms in the estuary!!

In the table on the worksheet, the first typ»
of algae listed is Diatoms. When recording
your sample, count both kinds shown, and
list them together as Diatoms. Do the sam»
for thc green and blue � green algae. The
number you write will he a total for both
species in each category. In the case of the
zooplankton, only one specie» of each of the
different groups is shown.



A. l. Spring
2. Summer
3. Spring
4. Summer
5. Spring
6. Spring
7. Summer

Answers to Review Questions
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For most of the following, results would
probably be more accurate if the entire class
would pool its information.

B. Summer water is warmer. Sheepshead
and white bass appear to require warmer
water for spawning.

C. Spawning times could be related to the
availability of food for the larvae. There
may also be temperature tolcrances of the
fish to be considered, and some fish are
sensitive to overcrowding. Another
reason could be to keep species from
interbreeding. Discuss all possibilities
that students suggest.

D. l. Plants could be killed. Plant plankton
would probably increase in number up to
a certain water temperature. Zooplankton
would probably be killed. Fish that
depend on warmer water temperatures to
determine their spawning time might
spawn earlier than usual. If the tempera-
ture got too high, some tish would not
enter the estuary at all. Fish larvae might
have more algae to eat, but excess heat
could kill both eggs and larvae. The food
supply would be affected.

D. 2. The drop in the water level could cause
the destruction ol' the water plants rooted
there. With less water fiowing into the
estuary, its ability to serve as a buffer is
decreased.

l. Population sampling i» the method that
ecologists use to find out how many and
what kinds of organisms are in a
community. A portion of the organisms
in a given area are identified and
counted, then an estimate of thc total
population is made.

2. Water tcmpcraturc is an important factor
in determining when fish spawn.

5. Answer the following questions based on the samples you
"collected."

A. Which season had these characteristics?

1. The greatest number of diatoms
2. The greatest number of blue � green algae
3. The greatest number of zooplankton
4. The warmest water

5. The most gizzard shad larvae
6. The most yellow perch larvae
7. The most sheepshead larvae

B. You have noted that the water is warmer in which

sample? Water temperature is an important factor in deter-
mining when fish spawn. Which species appear to require
warmer water for spawning?

C. What would be the advantage of having different fish spawn
at different times'?

D. You now have information about the microscopic organisms
in an estuary. Using what you have learned, predict the effect
of the following events on the plants and animals of the
estuary:

1. Hot water is dumped into the estuary by a utility
company.

2. Global warming causes the level of the creek to drop
35 cm.

RKVIK%' QIJKSTIONS

l. Explain what is meant by population sampling.

2. Using the comparative data count of the plankton, explain
how the temperature increase could affect the number of
plankton in a lake. How will these changes affect other
animal and fish species in the food chain'?
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ESTlJARY CHANGES + 1I7

Fi z;zzre 3. Estzzarv plazzl.ton sazzzple, Mav  zvater tenzperatare 13'C!

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program



Figure 4. Estuary plankton sample, August  water temperature 21'C!
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PLANKTON SAMPLE

*Yolk-sac larvae have just emerged from eggs. A yolk-sac larva is younger than a regular larva.

Figure 5. Worksheet f' or estuary plankton sample

! The Ohio State University, 1995

May Sample  Fig. 6! Aug. Sample  Fig. 7!

Ohio Sea Grant Education Program
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Activity C: What happens to the wetlands if the shoreline
migrates?

As temperatures rise, the water shoreline will fall. With that decrease in the water levels, some wetlands may
not be capable of migrating with the shoreline, eliminating the important factors like species habitat, nutrient
filtering, and flood protection that wetlands contribute.

Earth System Understa~

This activity focuses primarily on FSU 3
 scientific methods and technology!, 4
 interactions!, and 5  change through time!.

¹6, What are the implications of low water
levels in Great Lakes estuaries?

Water
Surface

10

20

30

40

50

60
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To create a vertical profile students should:
1. Draw a straight line across the section of

thc map that they want to indicate a
profile.  The line should not be along a
certain depth but across several depth»,
preferably from the shore towards the
center of the lake.!

2. Draw a line on a sheet of graph paper
that represents the straight line on the
map.

3. Record the distance between changes in
depth on the line across the map and
transfer those distances to the line on the

graph paper.
4. Graph the different depths  as shown

below! at the appropriate distance
intervals. This will create a rough picture
of the steepness of the underwater slope.

After completing this activity, students will be able to:
~ Critically interpret map data.
~ Discuss the mechanisms by which shorelines migrate.

~ topographic map sections or other maps of nearby shoreline
areas  one example given! having some wetlands

~ graph paper, 2 pieces for each group
~ ruler and pencil

1. Divide the class into working groups comprised of three to
four students. Ask each group to examine one or two different
topographic maps and identify the wetland near the shoreline
in each, using the map's key.

2. Each working group draws a vertical profile of each of the
sectioned topographic maps.

3. Discuss the physical and biological factors that would influ-
ence how well a wetland would successfully follow a migrat-
ing shoreline. This would include such things as the angle of
shore slope, water action  waves!, types of sediments/sub-
strates, general ability of vegetation to establish roots, speed of
water dropping.

4. Discuss why a shoreline would migrate  making sure to
introduce the cause of increased evaporation from climate
warming!.



Answers to Review Questions

EXTENSION
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REVIE% QUESTION

l. How could global warming play a role in shoreline migration?

2. What shoreline characteristics must exist for a wetland to

successfully migrate with a shoreline?

Ask each student to choose a plant or animal species that would
be found in a wetland area. They should write a poem that
expresses their knowledge and feelings about that organism.
Students should also illustrate the organism as it exists in its
wetland environment. Ask students to tell the class about the

organism they have chosen and share the poems and drawings
they have done. Small groups and poster sessions are good ways
for sharing work.

ESTUARY CHAItIGES + 121

Glohal warming i» predicted to lower the
level of the Great Lakes from 1 to 3 meters
hy the year 2025. For a wetland to migrate
successfully, the slope of the land must he
very gentle, and the change must occur
slowly enough to allow sediments to
accumulate.
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